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The MCNPX Monte Carlo 
Radiation Transport Code 

Laurie S. Waters, Gregg W. McKinney. Joe W. Durkee, 

Michael L Fensin, John S. Hendricks. Michael R. James, 
Russell C. Johns, Denise B. Pelowitz 

AbUnrt. MCNPX (Monic Carlo N·Plr11c1c: eXleDded) is I ~.purpose Monic CM10 

rodiatiooo nmpon cede with thtu-dimc ... ioIIaJ gcoaxay ond COOI"""""'.a>erJY IraDIIpOrI of J4 
p&ftlclcs md li&bC K.s. It contai ... fl<:xib\c oource and tally optica.. "lCrICtive anpbicf.. and 
....,.-, for boIh KqllCfltilJ ODd ...... l',·procasiB& compulCr platforms. MCNPX is bued on 
MCNP.fS. and Iw boe:D uppacled 10 _ MCNP'S Clplbibties. MCNP is. hiKhly.cab1e code 

1rICkin& IlC\lIrORS, ~ ...t c:1ccIrons. and usi", ....,,1113lCd nuclear dall 1i1:nrics fur low
mcraY inlelaCtion pn>babiti ..... MCNl'X ..... ule1>dcd this b&>e to • """.",01 ..... ,,,,, . .rI of 

poonicleo ond light icJn,., willi bel.,. ion!r>;n$pOl1 io dc;vd opn><1lL ModclI """" btao i .. o1\IdM 10 
eakullor.c irueneti<Jn prObabWI"" """'" liI:nries ~ ".,. ...... labk. )I.~ oddibom roo", on th< 
ti .... .....olulioa of ""idnal _lei 6«:&y. a1lowi", eak:ulation of ormsmutaOOa and d<lo)':d 
panicle ~ .\.leNPX is 110"" I <:Ode of 1"'" dynamic ,*"&,,, w!be "'-<:cllent ..... 1tOIIief 
capobilities .110 ... _ opponwtities LO .u.,ulob! dtvict:s of iniceA to ~~ perimtntal pl,"d~ 

ph)'lies; paniculorly calorimetry. This paper de:ocribn the upabilities of !he OUlTen( MCNPX 

ver:oioo 2.6.C, .rod . Iso di",\WICS ""i"in& code development 

K..,...ord o: MCNPX, Mo.'P. MonIC Corio. Radiatiooo T~ p",,"1e Trznop<>rt.l'I""""""'" 
PACS ; 24.10 ..... 

INTRODUCTION 

MCNPX III development began in]994 with funding from the APT (Accelerator 
Production of Tritiwn) projo;:t. APT used a I GeV proton beam on a rungsten 
spallation target to prodliCC a high neutron nUll. The nelltrons were moderated in a 
surrollooing lead blanket. and captured in He-3 gas to prodoce Tri tiwn. Due to the 
criti cal emphasis on m:utronic8 in this project, the primary simlilation tool wa.~ the 

LAHET (Los Alamos Il igh Energy Transport) MOille Carlo code system [2]. LAH ET 
is a set of codes allowing transport of II! particles. and includes a high energy paekage 
which IlSed the Bertini [3]. ISABEL [4,5] and FlUKA [6) models for primary 
intCnlctions. Ore:mcr evaporation [7), a Fenni Breakup model [8]. and both the ORNl 
(9] and Rutherford-Appel ton [1 0] fission models were included to model residual de
excitation. LAH ET was one of the fi rst codes to include a multistage pre-equilibrium 
exciton modd [II] ns an intermediate stage betweo..'T1 the Intranuckar C"""adc (INC) 
:md evaporntion phases o f a nuclear interaction. Ncturons prodllCed by LAHET below 
20 MeV were wri tten \0 a file for later transport by the MCNP code. 



The MCNPX project was initiated to simplify the process of using the LAHET 

package, to extend the particle base. to enable the addition of new interaction modcls 
for high energy physics, and to provide upgradcs to the capabilities of the latest 
MCNP code. Rather than including low energy neutronics physics in LAHET, it was 
decided to expand the capabilities of MCNP4B to include more particles, and physics 
models to calculate interaction probabilities when evaluated data libraries were not 
available. Initially, the standard LAHET physics packages described abovo:: wo::re 
included, later development added the CEM and LAQGSM models [12], the INCL4 
INC model [13], and the ABtA evaporation/fissioll code [14). Tho:: APT proje<:t also 
sponsored the d"",elopment of entirely new evaluated data libraries for phOlonuclear 

and proton illteractions, and also expanded the upper energy range of neutroll 
evaluations for 42 isotopes to ISO MeV. APT also funded improvements ill the 
CINDER'90 bumup code, which was recently incorporated directly into MCNPX and 

allows simulation of transmutation and delayed particle production. 

Since its inception, MCNPX has focused on the needs of the intermediate energy 
conununity, here taken to mean incident energies up to a few GeV. This involved a 
strong focus on accurate INC, evaporation alld fissiOll models, and a close coupling 
with tmditional neutronics methods. This has ellabled appl icatiolls for a wide variety 
of projects, Such as spallation target and accelerator shieldillg design, cosmochemistry, 
medical physics lIIld Homeland Security applications. The initial addi tion of certain 
FLUKA physics l1Iised the energy limits above traditional INC limitations, and the 
more recent inclusion of LAQGSM has gr<:atly improved code capabil ities to model 
very high energy interactions. The code now ranges from TeV energies to Ihennal 

neutrons. The inclusion of reaction time-evolution and the ever cxpanding set of 
allowed particles has given MCNPX applicability for experimental particle physics 
applications, especially in modeling very low energy experimental baekground.~ . 

THE CODE STRUcrURE 

The following sct:tions will describe the code availabi lity and infrastructure, the 
geometry and source definition capabilities. Problems in MCNPX are specified with 
well-defined lines in input files, and no user coding is necessary to run a probh:m. 

MCNPX Availability and Basic Structure 

MCNPX is available from RISCC, and to a limited number of beta testers, as 
explained on the official code web site, http://mcnpx.lanl.gov. The RSICC release is 
bundled with MCNPS. the evaluated data libraries needed to run the code, and sevo::ral 
subsidiary libraries needed for the physics models in MCNPX. A few addi tional codes 
are included primarily for formatting of data libraries, and to convert tally information 
into formats readable by outside analysis packages. Although it is too early to prodiet 
a release date. MCNPX and MCNP are in the process of formally merging into one 
code package. MCNPX also comes with an extensive Us .. ,,.', Guide [I], and regular 



updates on code fcarures are given in release nOles which can be examint:d on the web 
si te. Five-day beginning, intermediate and advanced classes are held on a regular 
basis, with the latCllt schedule available from the web site. 

MCNPX is written in Fonran 90, with a few C++ routines primarily involving tnc 

gmphics capabilitiell. The code can be downloaded as a binary for PC, LfNUX, MAC, 
Sun Solaris and IBM AIX platfonns. The source code is also available and can be 
pn,.'Pafed through. a special autownf·generdted configure script distributed with the 
code. This allows the user to set a number o f parameters such as the specifie compiler, 

location of libraries, multiprocessing options, and enabling of code features controlled 
by specific keywords. Actual compiling is done by a MAKE utility, either GNU 
MAKE, OT a version supplied by the system vendor. 

MCNPX supports distributed memory multiprocessing for the entire range of nil 
particles. Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [15] and Message Passing Interface (MPI) 

[16] can be used to run the code in parallel. Fault tolerance and load balancing 8Te 
available, and multiprocessing can be done across 3 network of heterogeneous 
platfonns. Threading may be used for problems run in the tabular data region only. 
Many recent MCNPX applications have been done on Beowulf clustt:l"S ranging in size 
from a few to hundreds of nodes. 

The code is <xmtrolled by a user-written line-formatted input file, with .ectiolls 
describing cell gCQmetry, surface specification, and ph)"licsltallying option.~. Two 
interactive GUb arc available for problem setup: MORITZ [17], and VISED [18] 
which is part of the official RSICC release. CAD geometry input is available through 
the GUls and an embedded CAD capability is currently under developmellt. 

Geometry and Source Capabili ty 

MCNPX uses the MCNP surface-based geometry", where defined surfaces an: 
combined into geometrical cells. An interactive geometry viewer is included in the 
code for debugging purposes. Available surfaces include planes, spheres, cylindCl"ll, 
cones.. ellipsoidlhyperboloidl paraboloid and an elliptical or circular torus. Each 
surface has a 'sense' defined b), the surface normal, and cells are defined by 
combinations of surfaces, where a point within a cell is defined relative to the various 
surface senses. Surfaces are oombined with Boolean operators; intersection, union and 
complement. Thus it takes 6 defined pJanes to describe a box. Recentl)' this process 
has been simplified by the addition of Macrobody surfaces, which conveniently 
combine the surfaces needed for common shapes into a single surface description. Ten 
objects an: available, including the box, rectangular paT1l.llelepipcd, sphere, right 

circular cylinder, right hexagonal prism, right elliptical cylinder, truncated right angle 
cone, ellipsoid, wedge, and an arbitrary polyhedron. The Macrobody surfaces arc usod 
"x8(:ll), like regular surfaces in the cell description. Due to variabh: dimensioning in 
the F90 code, there is in principle no limit to the number of surfaces or cens that rna)' 
be defined in a problem. 



Sudaces can be d"Signated as 'reflecting', whereby any particle hitting the surfacc 
wi ll 0.: sp<Xularly (mirror) retlected. This aids in setting up a finite bour1dary problmn 
which mimics an infinite volumc. Surfaces can also be dcsignated as "white", wher., 
particles hilling the boundary are relkdcd with a cosine distribution relative to the 

surface normal. I'eriodie boundary conditions may also be applied to pairs of planes to 
simulate a simple infinite lattice, Morc complex laniccs arc describetl o.:low. 

Every <:ell must 0.: fill~-d with a material at a fixed density. The maleri~ls :lre 
dcsignated as a combination of clements, either by weight or atomic fraction. Th", 
code's "Mix :md Match" capabi lity allows the user to spedfy if interact ions will Ix: 
p~Tformoo through refen,ncc to evaluated nuclear data, directly computed with a 

model . or some combination of the two. on an isotope by isotope basis. M3Icrials arc 
asswned to be solid, unless a gas phase is specifically ido:nlified, and material 
I.:mpcrature may al~n be sp.:ci tied for the free-gas treatment of thcrm:ll neutrons. It is 
als .. possible to specify condu,,1ing materials for el~,< .. tron-Imllsport problems. 

BOlh cells and surfaces can be rolat",d and trdIlSlawd by applying a transformation 
description cOllsisti llg of all offset. andlor a rotation m3lrix, Entire cdls may be 
duplicated dsewhere in the problem, wilh changes allowetl 10 cell m,ucrial, material 
density, orientation, and o ther valut:S reiat<,d 10 variallce r"due/ion. The entire 
physical an:a of a problem must be sp~-cificd out to jllfinity. which defilles ~ 

'universe' . Severnl different 'universcs' may be defined in a problem, aoo cells of 
finite volume may be 'filled ' with di fferent wliverst:S. This allows an individual cell to 
be filled with widely varying g~"Ornclrics. much as a window in a wall shows a vkw of 

part of the outside world. Some or all "ells in a universe may themselves Ix: filled with 
other universes. These (i!led cells may also be replicated into rectangular or 
bexagonal lattices. The "fully sp<lcifiL-d til!" capabi lity of the code nllows ench dement 
of a lanice 10 bc 'fiHOO' wilh a universe of a differellt matt.-rial. Figure J shuws an 
example of a cr seall of a h~at1 specified with lanice geomelry in MCNPX. 

nCURE I. CT sc"" of . bead U<lng the fuIlY'.'I"'Ctf,cd I.nice foil cop.bil"y of MCNPX. 



Sources in MCNPX are designed by identifying the particle type, energy, time, 
position and direction. SQurces can fill a cell, start from a surface, or fonn a geometry 
independent of the actual cell geometry. More than one particle type may be specified 
in a single source. It is often possible to specify one variable as a function of another 
variable, for example, energy can be a function of particle typo:. Energies can also be 
specified with preset functions, such as Maxwell or Walt fission energy spectra. Or, 
individual energies may be listed along with associated probabilities, either 

individually or as a histogram. Energy speclra can also be read in from an exh .. 'T1UII 
file, or Ihe results of a calculation may be written to a file and read in and sampled for 
further transport in a different problem. MCNPX can cUlTently automatically generate 
spontaneous fission neutrons of appropriate multiplicity and energy if the user 
includes an actinide in the material description. Work is now in progress 10 allow the 
user to designate a radioactive material as a source, and the code will read in the decay 
gammas from a library. If no specifications are made, the default $(luree is an 
isotropic 14 MeV neutron located at the problem origin. 

TRANSPORT AND INTERACTION PUYSICS 

MCNPX cUlTently tracks )0 dilf"''«.'T1t particles and 4 light ions. Tracking is done to 

II IJ,<;CT-scttab1e lower kinetic ~""ergy cutoff, and particles will decay with their standard 
haillivcs. The physics needed 10 run a simulation will be discussed in three parts. 
Finot, we review the MCNPX capabilities for charged particle transpon; ionization. 
multiple scattering and energy straggling. Second, tile tabular based physics options 
are discussed. Lastly, we briefly review the inline model physics used when tabular 
based options are not available or desired. 

Charged Particle Transport 

For heavy charged particles, the fundamental Sethe-Bloch. formalism has been 
enhanced to include values and interpolation procedures recommended in ICRU 

Report 37 [19] , bringing the model into closer ICRU compliance. The density effect 
correction now uses the parametcri:t.ation of Sternhcimer and Peierls [20]. For high
energy protons and other light charged projectiles, the approximate SPAR modcl [2 1 [ 
has been replaced wi th a full implementation of the mllllimum kinetic energy transfer. 

For intermediate energies, the shell colTections to the stopping power have been 
adapted from Janni /22). Finally, a continuous transition in the stopping power 
between the ranges 1.3 I MeVIAMU (Atomic Mass Unit) for the high-energy model, 
and 5.24 MeVIAMU (the low energy SPAR model) is achieved with a linear 
interpolation between the two models. Small angle Coulomb scattering uses the Rossi
Griesen algorithm. In the original theory, both angular deflcctions and small spatial 
displacements were accounted for. MCNPX does not yet accommodate transverse 
displacements in charged-particle subsets, therefore we only use the pan of the theory 
that addresses the angular tlcllections. This is a slight effect and test cases have found 
negligible effeets on the results. Energy straggling uses Vavilov logic, recently 
improved [23]. 



Evaluated Data Libraries 

Nine clru;;ses of evaluated data libraries are available, with the most fam iliar being 
continuous-L>J1~'Tgy neutron, phntnnuclear, proton, n~utron S(n,IJ) thennal data, 
photoatomic (up to 100 GeV), and electron interaction data (up to I G~V). 

Photoatomic and electroll data are atomic in nature, illld therefore depend ollly on Z. 
All others contain isotopic data. The S(n,f\) data takes into acoount scallcring in 
specific molecular structures, amI substitutes for very low ~n~rgy cross sections. These 

must b~ evaluated for materials, not isotopes, therefore only commonly used materials 
havc yet been calculated. 

Photon interaction librarie:; include Thompson, Cnmpton, Photodectric and Pair 
Production cross sections. The electron libraries contain ioniwtion and 
bremsstrahlung data. The nt"litron and photonuclear libraries contain total, elastic, 
(n,xn), fission, (n,y) crms 5e(:tions, and often healing numbers. All library data call be 
plotted directly in MCNPX, for individual isotopes, or for models. Many collections 
of evaluated libraries, such as ENOf, ENOL, JEf have beer! fonnatted for usc in the 

MCNP-type codes, primarily through tile NJOY code. In the future, libraries may 
become available for vcry high energy in t~raetions, but presently the community has 

not yet reached agreement on the pbysies to sufficient accuracy to warrant this effort. 

The traditional process of sampling data libraries sometimes makes individual 

particle traclc.ing difficult. UPOIl interaction, all channels arc sampled, and the 
correlation of one illteraction to the next is lost. Energy is conserved on average, but 
110\ on an individual track basis. Codes like PoliMi (24] arc available which restore 

the correlation. 

Physics Models 

Most of the physics models included in MCNPX (listt:d in the Introduction) are 
discussed in papers ill lhis oonferellce, and will not he detailed here. The gefleral 
sequence of a calculation note starts with an INC model. After a time or energy cutoff 

(depending on the model), a pre-equilibTium phase is efltcred. A decision is then marle 
to either fission or de-e~cite . ])e-e~ci t a l io n can follow an evaporation or Fermi

breakup model. I3elow the neutron emission threskold. evaporation proceeds by 
pboton emission. The recent addition of thc CINDER '90 transmutation code makes il 

possible to follow thc ti me evolution of residuals, alone, or in interaction in the 
presence of a neutron fluence. 

Figure 2 shows the results of Benchmark Problem 7 for tbis workshop. Energy 
deposition is calculated for an incidL'1'It S{) GcV proton beam on a 10 em long. I cm 

radius cyl indrical tungsten target. The two MCNPX curves illustrate a problem 
sometimes encountered by MCNP users, and shows that methodologies which work 
wcll at very low energies do not often e~trapolate to very high energies. The ''Thick 
Target Bremsstrahlung model" is often used to spe!.)d up calculatiolls. Electrons are 
geflemted, but their energies are deposi ted locally. Bremsstrahlung photons produced 



by tile oon-transponcd ciedrons arc fuUy U"ach-d. This works well at L11CfgiCS where 

produced photons do not lIave much energy. but is inappro pri~tc fur high-energy 

physics applicat ions. Thtl upper MCN PX curve sllows loc!ll elect ron energy 

deposi tion. Full tracking of electrons gives a mOre oonsistent answer WIlli other cod~"S . 
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TALLYING AND ANSWER CONVERGENCE 

In the MCNP series of codes, answers an: known a.~ · tllliL'S'. The USl;!r spt.'Cllies 

what tally is desired for wh!lt particles !lnd tor what region o f the geomet ry. all with 

simply constructed Cfltries in the problem input ti l.:. With any radintuln transport 

code. three questions must hi,: address.:xl: what is ealculm<:d. what is the accuracy of 

the answer, and how fast Can the calculation be donI;!. MCNPX has wcll -tcstod pre· 

detined taHy choice;; for CUTTent. f1u<;:oce and L'f1ergy deposition. dimlllatlng thl;! need 

for Ihe user to defin.e these quantit ies from first principles. Ratller than rely solely on 

variance. MCNP X has ten 5tatisli0;;..11 tests tllat can be used to IISSCSS ta ll y con'·er,,"-11cc. 

A large variety of variance reduction techniqUL"S are available in the code. and the 

skilled user can substWltially reduce the amount of timc needed for lally convergt'flce, 

even with traditional ly difficult problems. In discussing taHiL'S and convergence, il is 

important to nOle that cv ~ry pm1iclc in MCNPX carries a WL-ight with it at all tmlCS. If 

th.., weighl is 1.0. then (l\'ery particle i~ counted B$ on.:. pallide. Weight o;;..,n change for 

scveral rea.<;O;IIIS. primarily "ariance roduction. Depending un the loxhnique uS4-d. 

panicles can be Spi ll Or multiplied. with their weights adj~Ied so that the answer can 

be proven 10 be a f!liT ga.mc wilh the m(c811 yalue theorem. 

MCNPX has foor type$ oftallies. Track Lenglh, Surf.1te. Collision.md Ne"t EY~'f1 1 

estimaIOJ"1i. Must of these can be calculated as a funL1ion of energy. angle lind time. 

Trnck k'Ilgth refers 10 flux/lluence. tallies in a volume. Flu" is flLlC""l"la: per SC«I<Id. and 

il i~ up 10 Ihe user 10 nonnalize the answer per Wlit lime if desiroo. f lu" can rosily be 
weiglllerl by quantities such lIS nwnber densily. cross sections. f1uence-to-dosc 
con \"en;;oo fllClors. and heating factors in order 10 calculate physic;d ubscr ... ablcs. 



Many of these factors arc contained in the evaluated data libraries. The MCNPX 
estimator for w lume nux in a cell is the sum of all particle weights times their 
tracklengths in the cell, and divided by the cell volume. 

It is an easy exercise to show that flux across a swfnce is the sum of particle 
weights divided by both $wface area and the absolute value of the cosine of thc 
partidc direction with respect to the surface nonnal, MCNPX does have thc capability 
to designate angular bins for surface nux. however the nonnal uses of volume flux do 
not need such a distinction. The particle will interact no matter what direction it is 
going, Another example of a Surface tally is current; the simple sum of particle 
weights crossing a surface, which can bc divided illlo angular bins, A more complu 

type of Surface tally is the "pulse height" tally, used for calculating the energy 
deposited in a cell. The energy of panicles leaving a volume is subtracted from the 
energy of the particle entering the volume. all for a single source event. This quantity 
con be folded in with detector response functions. Recent work in MCNPX has 
focused on making pulse height tallies work with variance reduction, and aliowing 
coincidence and anticoincidence with energy deposition in other detectors_ 

Collbion estimators arc primarily used to calculate energy depo.;ition, and proceed 
in two different ways. If a library is avai lable, heating factors are folded into a nux. 
In the model regime, reparnte COmponelllS of energy deposi tion (ionization. residual 

recoil. local energy deposition for non-tracked particles. energies of partides falling 
below tracking cutoffs) arc added together. This differs from the pulse-height tally in 
that the calculation is done on a particlc-by-partide basis, not event-by-cvenl. 

Next-Event estimators, in MCNPX arc represented by 'point' and 'ring' detectors, 
allow the user to estimate fluxes at specific points, or On a ring if the problem Ilas 
cylindrical symmetry. In evaluated data libraries, angular distributions of scattered 
panicles arc tabulated. Thus, the probabi lity that such a scattering heads in the 
direction of interest is known, and in a flux calculation. thc panicle weight is 
multiplied by this probability. "The weight is aloo divided by the $quarc orthe distance 
to the point, 1111<1 multiplitod by an exponential attenuation factor representing the 
attenualion lengths of intervening materials. Both direct and scattered contributions 10 
the tally are calculated. Amlys of point detectors are used to calculate eithel" pinhole 
or transmitted radiography images. Point and ring detectors do not cUlTently work with 

charged panicles. or in the model region where angular distribution are not tabulated. 

Tanics can be viewed with a graphics rouline directly in the code, either aller 

completion of a calculation, or while the problem proceeds. The "mesh tally" is also 
avai lable. This is a method for viewing any of the tally types over a largc physical 
area. A uscr-defined 3-dimensional rectangular, cylindrical or spherical mesh is laid 
over the existing geometry, and panicles tracked both through the mesh and goometry 
simuhanoously. A quantity such as IlUl( is calculated by summing weighted panicle 
tracks through a mesh cell , and dividing by the volume of thaI cell. Mesh tallies can be 

vi.,wed with the tally plottt.'"f, nverlaid nn the problem geometry. or rcfonnatted for 
viewing with an outside plotter. 



Five separatc quantities are tracked 10 assess tall y CQIlvergence. These include the 

tally mean. relative error, variance of the variance. and "Figure of Merit" (defined as 

variance divided by the number of histories), and 11K: slope n in lho;" of thc largest 

history scores o f the probabi lity density function. The code looks at the value o f each 

quantity. and pcrfonns certain tests as the problem progresses. For example. the 

relative error should be less than 5%, decrease II!I the problem progresses. with 

decrease: nile going as the inverse of the squarc mot of the number of 50UfCe particles 

run. The Figure of Merit should be oonstant, with random fluctuations . TlIc user will 

have an efficiently running problem if FOM is large. It has been shown thut a slope 

paramcter greater or llI.jual to 3.0 will !lOt allow the problem to converge. The 

statistical check results can be printed for each tally. but it is up 10 the U$t.'f to 

determine if the result is consistent wi th a converged answer. One common problem is 

inadequate sampling u f the source distribution, which can cause: large jumps in these 

quantities as the problem proceeds; the answer rarely settles down. 

Variance reductiun uptiuns in MCNPX are extensive. and basically include four 

types: Truncation, population contrul, modified sampling, and partially·deterministic 

methods. Puint and ring detoclUr!I are eumplcs uf partiall y-4etenninistic mcthods. 

Another is the DXTRAN sphere, which is simi lar to the point detector. except lhut 

particles biased tuward a sphere around the point uf interest, and C3J1 be fu rther tracked 

within the sphere. This allows the calculation of detector responses in small. distant 

cel1s. Truncation refers to limiting the problcm by stopping tht culculation at pre· 

determined limits, such as a lower energy eutoff in particle tracking, or a time cutoff. 

Modified sampling mdhuds include options such 3$ biasing $Curee part icles io certuin 

aogular directions, energies ur times uf interest 

Populatiuo control relies un particle splining aod Russian roulette 10 conlrol Ihe 

number of samples taken in various regioos uf phase space. One use of Ihis is the 

'weight window' methodology. A weight cutuff is specified, aod particlcs above Ihis 

weight are splil, beluw the weight arc Russiao Rouletted. A user-dcfin-c:d mesh can be 
placed over the geometry, and weight window limiLS wrinen 10 each cel! in the mesh. 

10 'al,ltomatoo weight winduw' calculatioos, the weight windows arc automatically 

adjusted by the CQde uver successive runs to properly converge a particular tally 

located in a difficult area o f the geometry. 

SUMMARY 

Currenl developments in MCNPX aro largcly tuned to lhe rtoOOds or the threat 

reduction, and space science communities. We arc addin& tallying capabi lities which 

focus on detennining the origin uf signals - ~';fic reactiul1S, ur rrom particular 
residual ouelci . The code's ability to calculate delayed particle signals is under 

aggressive develupmenl. Photonuclear physics improvement is • continuing program, 

whi le both muon capture aod TC$OnllJlt Ouoresccnce pll)'5ies will be added in the 

coming year. We aro also improving our 50UIlX capabi liti es - automatic gencrotion of 



gamma lines from specific isotopes; as well as individual photon line data from 
delayed particle emi:l$ion. Sevo:ral approaches to correlated particle production are 
under investigatinn. Heavy ion tran.>port is close to cnmpl<..1inn. Above all, MCNPX 
maintains a high standard of quality as.surance. and welcomes feedback from 1111 users. 
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